Manuscripts should be written as clearly and succinctly as possible. They should be unjustified and double-spaced, on one side of 8 1/2" x 11" paper. Only one space should follow periods and pages should be numbered in the upper right hand corner. Endnotes are to be used instead of footnotes, but they should be used sparingly.
Headings
Primary headings should be flush left, bolded, and at the same font size as the text, with only the first letter of each word capitalized. Secondary headings should be flush left, unbolded, and at the same font size as the text, with only the first letter of each word capitalized. Tertiary headings should be flush left, in italics, and at the same font size as the text, with only the first letter of each word capitalized.
Measurement Units
In order to avoid errors in translation, measurements may be in either English or metric units, as appropriate to the content of the article; however, for further clarification, one may wish to include conversions in parentheses. Commonly used units of measurement such as feet, yards, miles, meters, centimeters, kilometers, and hectares are abbreviated as follows (without periods): inches in meters m feet ft centimeters cm yards yd kilometers km miles mi hectares ha
In-Text Reference Citations
In-text reference citations should follow the simple American Antiquity style within parentheses immediately following the material to which the citation refers (for particulars, see American Antiquity, Volume 57, number 4, pp. 749-777) . Simple citations should include author's last name and year of publication unseparated by a comma, and if appropriate, the page number(s) preceded by a colon (Smith 1978:222) or Smith (1978:222) . Citations involving two authors should include both names; those involving three or more authors should use the first author's name followed by et al. (e.g., Brown et al. 1987) . Where more than one publication is being referenced, they should be ordered alphabetically within the parentheses and separated by semi-colons (e.g., Barton 1986; Davis 1975; Wilson 1999) . Where there are several references for the same author within a set of parentheses, these are separated by commas (e.g., Adams 1975 Adams , 1985 Brown 1988) .
Quotations
Quotations of five lines or less should be included in the text; double quotation marks are used. The citation should follow the form indicated above for in-text reference citations, but should always include page number(s). Quotes of more than five lines should be inset in a block and double spaced without quotation marks. Citations, including page numbers, should follow in brackets.
Tables
If at all possible tables should be set up in the same word processing format as the text. They should be as simple as possible and include a short descriptive title above the table itself. Tables should be numbered consecutively as they will appear in text. All tables should be referenced in the text.
Figures
All photos and line drawings are designated as figures and numbered consecutively as they are referred to in the text. Captions should be submitted on a separate page, not as part of the illustration. A light pencil marking on the back of the photo or drawing should identify the particular illustration. Photos and drawings should be high quality images reproducible at sizes appropriate to the journal. Authors bear the responsibility for obtaining written permission for the reproduction of any materials protected by U.S. copyrights. 
References Cited
The list of references cited should include all references cited in the text (except personal communications), and conversely, only references cited in the text should be listed. Authors bear the responsibility for double-checking the accuracy of each and every citation used. The list should be alphabetized by the author's last name, then first name and middle initial. Multiple entries by the same author should be in chronological order with the earliest first. Do not use n.d. unless absolutely necessary-if the date is truly unknown. The format for references should follow the American Antiquity Style Guide (see American Antiquity, Volume 57, num ber 4, pp. 749-777). Examples of the most commonly needed formats are listed below:
